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Information.  Transactions.  Advisory.

“...opportunity is a reflection of information.”
– Ronyld W. Wise, Managing Director

Search & Seek
In seconds with PLS’ new doc.finder - a proprietary data base and web application designed 
to save executives and analysts valuable time in sourcing critical market information.



Your search begins.

  Introducing PLS’s doc.finder, an all new web application 
that eliminates the tedium of wading through endless investor 
and company presentations hunting for the document or single 
slides you need.
 PLS has designed doc.finder  
from the ground up to cut down on  
the countless hours of browsing  
through unrelated “results”, broken  
links, off traditional search engines. The PLS system pulls up the 
individual key slides you need “immediately” so you don’t need 
to wade through the entire presentation  to find it. A step that 
saves significant reading, editing and filter time.
 After more than twenty years in creating new products 
and services for the oil and gas industry, PLS is excited to in-
troduce this newest product—a database—that places over 
120,000 fully searchable slides and source documents  
at your fingertips.

Unique filtering by oil & gas classification.

 PLS has indexed thousands of power point presentations 
and public documents so you and your team no longer have 
to waste time on dozens of corporate web sites sifting through 
hundreds of presentations.
 PLS has indexed slides along a number of different  
categories including:
•	 Acquisitions & Divestitures
•	 Operations & Portfolio Management
•	 Prospects & Geology
•	 Land & Legal
•	 Capital Markets
•	 Midstream & Infrastructure
•	 Hedging
•	 Peer & Data Comparison Slides
•	 Graphics

Search and you shall find. 

 With PLS doc.finder - energy analysts and executives can 
search, seek, find, analyze, save and collaborate on important 
oil and gas information here-before hidden in the digital 
haystack. 

Gain clarity and perspective .

 Our classification categories have been designed to 
provide you with maximum control over your document 
searches with minimum hassle.  Combine “control” with PLS’ 
unique image and free-text search capability and you have a 
unique and powerful  industry database.

Slides in seconds.

 The PLS indexing system not only processes text-based 
information, but also visual 
characteristics of the page, such 
as whether or not a single slide 
contains charts, tables, maps,  
well bore schematics, isopachs and/or other complex images 
and data not indexed by traditional search engines.

Imagine.

 Looking for a bar chart comparing peer or competitor’s 
finding and development costs. Type, click and search.  
Looking for metrics and comparables on regional M&A  
transactions. Type, click and search. Looking for every slide 
in the Haynesville with a log image. Type, click and search. 
Looking for slides with maps by operators or areas. Type, 
click, and search. Finally, looking for a “type curve” in the 
Niobrara?  Its there and doc.finder will take you to the right 
slide in seconds.
•	 Peer & Data Comparisons
•	 Tables
•	 Seismic Imaging
•	 Maps, Plats, & Isopachs
•	 Well Logs
•	 Decline & Type Curves
•	 Valuations & Metrics
•	 And dozens more

Your search is over.

 PLS provides buyers, sellers, capital providers and their 
advisors the critical information, marketing resources and 
advisory services they need to make timely decisions, initiate 
profitable transactions, and manage their business.

 Today, PLS is adding valuable data bases to its product 
mix and signing on new clients who desire an edge. Already 
PLS’ global M&A data base has become the standard for 
analyzing transactions, metrics and comparables. Our new 
(third-generation) doc.finder is the latest product in our new 
line of innovative information gateways.

 Take a test drive at plsx.com/finder and find out how 
PLS’s doc.finder can make your market research... simpler  
and easier.

PLS’ new doc.finder  
gets you to that critical 
“key slide” immediately.

doc.finder’s search engine 
is designed specifically for 
the  oil and gas industry 

www.plsx.com/finder

Compare detailed  
historical data.

Quickly access  
geological  
information.

Easily find field and  
company metrics.

Sort by visual features,  
tables and charts.

Define your filters, then hit “Search & Seek”.

Refine your results and view 
those of interest.

Or go “Straight to Viewer”.

www.plsx.com/finder

doc.finder is updated  
daily with new documents 
from all oil, gas, and shale 
related activities.

Providing data differently.
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